
Couples Seminar and Retreat

  

There really is hope, healing, harmony and happiness available! Come to the oldest city for the
newest in communication and negotiation technologies and techniques for relationship
enhancement.

      

This superior, yet affordable three (3) day seminar is offered monthly, every third weekend with
limited enrollment.

  

  

Seminar Package Includes:

    
    -    

18 seminar hours of instruction (6 x 3hr sessions)

    
    -    

 "Seminar for Her" on Friday

    
    -    

"Seminar for Him" on Saturday

    
    -    

"His and Her seminar" on Sunday 
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    -    

Friday afternoon "High Tea for Her"

    
    -    

Friday evening "His and Her Champagne Reception" 

  

    

  

Price: $1,500 per couple

  

Group rates: $850 per couple

  

  

The various, lush Saint Augustine, Florida seminar locations are chosen to be just blocks away
from the fabulous historical district. Located on the northeast coast of sunny Florida, this
semi-tropical beautiful city was founded in 1565 by Spanish explorers and is officially the oldest
continuously occupied settlement in the United States. Its vast historic district features
numerous buildings from its Spanish colonial era, elegant Mediterranean Revival style hotels
from its Victorian era heyday. Saint Augustine's old world ambiance and its sweeping bay front
dotted with a variety of pleasure boats on moorings draws millions of visitors to the area every
year and likewise attracts a culturally diverse and widely traveled population!
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The couples seminar and retreat is, therefore, designed to allow participants time to acquire life
changing information and also enjoy Saint Augustine's enchantment from its magical horse
drawn carriages on cobbled streets, Southern hospitality and tropical ocean breezes to its first
class restaurants, museums, art galleries and shops overlooking the breathtaking Matanzas
Bay.

  

  

"I have developed the relationship skills I needed to deal with my life's challenges. The
information is invaluable." -Jamie S. (California) 

"At a time I felt lost, alone, and at a breaking point in my marriage, I learned the skills I needed
to turn my life around." Karin M. (Texas) 

"The seminar provided a safe haven in the midst of our turbulence. The information we acquired
changed our lives forever. We are now so much happier and well prepared for our future
together. The experience saved our marriage." George and Rachel S. (Florida) 

A non-medical educational wellness model not intended to diagnose, treat, or cure any disease.
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